Second, over the last quarter century, the category "career missionary" has come to embrace many who, from the outset, have not necessarily intended to make a lifelong career of mis sionary service. Thus, even if the career category were to increase substantially, our generation might not be capable of making as significant a contribution to fulfillment of the Great Commission as previous generations, which gave the major share of their adult lives to overseas mission and which thereby brought to their task more extensive and more seasoned cross-cultural skills and insights. Today, although "career missionary" evidently overstates the expected span of service of many in that category, the terminology continues to be used in the North American Protestant missionary community, and we will use it in this article.
Third, and most serious of all, the numerical growth rate of career missionaries over the last twenty-five years has failed to keep pace with the population growth rate in North America, let alone with the growth rates in regions of the globe least exposed to the Gospel. This does not mean, of course, that what has been accomplished is insignificant. But if one assumes that it is desir able to increase proportionately the number of career missionar ies in order to make a greater contribution to world evangeliza tion, then, since 1968 the Protestant missionary community in North America has only marked time.
Little Gain Since 1968
Contrary to what readers of previous editions of the Mission Handbook may have understood, there has been little gain in North American overseas personnel totals as compared with the totals reported in 1968. True, the Handbook editions of the 1980s gave an impression of vigorous growth. The twelfth edition reported more than 53,000 total personnel (career plus short term), up from 37,000 just four years earlier. The thirteenth edition reported more than 67,000 (p. 562) and noted that this represented an 82 percent increase in ten years (p. 29). The fourteenth edition reported a new high of 75,167 (U.S., p. 51, top 
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(10) (11 ) (12) (13) line; plus Canada, p. 66).It would appear that compared with this latter total, the report of less than 45,000 in 1992 (15th ed.) indicates a major collapse. (See Fig. 1 , top line, indicating total personnel.) However, when the numbers are reviewed and interpreted, it becomes clear that a collapse of such magnitude did not occur. How, then, is the decline of 30,000 in just four years-23,000 short-term and 7,000 career missionaries-to be explained?
We begin with an analysis of short-term, which dropped from 31,000 as reported in 1988 to 8,000 in 1992. First of all, in previous years mission agencies were generally invited to use their own definitions of short-term when submitting data to MARC researchers. These definitions varied from agency to agency and even from year to year within the same agency. This is understandable considering that the individual at the person nel desk who completed the survey questionnaire for 1988 was probably not the one who handled it for 1973 and succeeding years. Attitudes toward the use and value of short-termers varied widely, with the result that some agencies chose not to include them in their figures for total personnel. At least one agency included personnel in its short-term total who were citizens of countries outside of North America, whereas the Handbookis intended to report North Americans only.
In the survey questionnaires returned to MARC, mission agencies reported short-term service that ranged widely, from as little as a week to as long as six years. At the higher end of this range there is overlap with current definitions of career person nel. Through the 1970s and 1980s MARC's data collectors struggled to interpolate and reconcile the numbers. In the mid 1980s the Handbookreported all persons who served at least one month; in the fourteenth edition (1988 data) the editors decided to report only those who served at least two months; and they recalculated the preceding edition's total in order to provide comparable figures.
Finally, in preparing for publication of the fifteenth edition (1992 data), MARC dropped the term "short-term" altogether. They did so by changing the format used to collect data on both career and short-term personnel. Responders had to check the How is a decline of 30,000 Protestant overseas personnel in four years to be explained? number of personnel in each of the following categories:
Length of service expected to be: [J 2 months up to 1 year r 1-2 years [J 2-4 years over 4 years This new data-collecting scheme, by virtue of its concreteness, can be expected to yield more precise and consistent reporting. (However, for the researcher interested in trends over time, it necessitates making a decision as to which of the four categories are to be considered comparable to the former category of short term. We will deal with this below.)
The latest survey (15th ed.) also asked agencies to report short-term personnel by region, just as career has always been reported. This might also be expected to produce more precise totals and reduce reliance on gross estimates of short-term per sonnel. The net effect, MARC researchers believe, was to produce more accurate and somewhat more modest figures for short term personnel in 1992.
In addition, as MARC received and studied the data submit-ted for 1992, they discovered other factors that clearly had the effect of moving short-term totals downward as compared with previous reports. Furthermore, maturing of agency management systems has resulted in better record keeping, enabling, in turn, more precise reporting. One agency with large numbers of short-termers formerly did not keep records of short-termers in sufficient detail to distinguish North Americans from non-North Americans, and so, in previous editions, they simply reported their entire short term total. For 1992 data, this agency was able for the first time to isolate the number of non-North Americans, and they were not included in the total. Had this been possible in 1988, the short term total for this one agency would have been reduced by more Although decline of short-term personnel has occurred since 1988, it is far less than original numbers would suggest. than 11,000! (Again, in the fifteenth edition, MARC made the appropriate downward adjustment when providing the 1988 comparative figure.) The total downward adjustment for short term personnel in 1988, traced to these two agencies, is almost 19,000.
Our conclusion must be that although decline has no doubt occurred in short-term personnel since 1988, it is far less than the unadjusted original numbers would suggest.
What about the total for career missionaries, down from nearly 44,000 in 1988 to 36,407 in 1992? First, one needs to know that each edition of the Mission Handbook carries adjusted figures for the previous edition. In earlier editions the adjustments have most often been modest and resulted in personnel increases (accounting for agencies that existed at the time of the previous Handbook but that were then unknown to MARC). Occasionally MARC researchers have sought clarification of data when an agency's survey response appeared to be inconsistent with ear lier reports, and this could also give rise to an adjustment of a previously published figure. ' In keeping with this pattern of offering adjusted totals, the fifteenth edition provides not only 1992 data but also adjusted numbers for 1988. But this time the adjustments are substantial, and they are downward by nearly 3,000. Taking into account this decrease of 3,000, the decline in the number of career missionar ies from 1988 to 1992 is not 7,000 but 4,000. But I believe an additional adjustment is warranted involv ing the two-to-four-years category of missionaries. This adjust ment will increase the 1992 career total by almost 1,600 and thus further reduce the 1988-1992 decline.' Table 1 in the Handbook (15th ed., pp. 56 and 68, U.S. and Canada) creates the impression that those in the two-to-four years category are best compared with the old category of short term. But I would argue that in many if not most cases such persons should be considered as being closer to the category of career." If one transfers nearly 1,600 persons (my estimate is 1,564) out of the short-term category into the career category, the decline in career missionaries from 1988 to 1992 becomes less than 3,000. (The table above recapitulates career and short-term totals for the fourteenth and fifteenth editions of the Mission Handbook, highlighting in boldface type the result of the latter's adjustment of the 1988 figures.)
The good news is that the current downturn is not as great as we might have supposed. The bad news is that the kind of factors that come into play to adjust downward the 1988 totals (thus diminishing the degree of decline in 1992) also suggests the need to similarly adjust downward the totals produced all through the 1980s, particularly in regard to short-term. In short, the growth of the North American Protestant missionary commu nity in the 1980s was not nearly as great as we had imagined.
When we focus explicitly on the career category, using adjusted totals as presented in this article, we see that this category has increased relatively little since 1968-only about 10 percent in a quarter of a century (Fig. 1 , bold line). During those years North American population grew at an annualized rate of about 1 percent. If the career missionary category simply had kept pace with population growth, the number of Protestant career missionaries from North American today would exceed 43,000, nearly 6,000 more than the actual total ( Fig. 1 must be qualified by contemporary definitions of "career." Each Mission Handbook, beginning with the tenth edition in 1973, has drawn attention to the diminishment of the concept of career missionary. "There was a time when the missionary occupation was considered a lifetime vocation. This meant that any mission ary who did not I complete' his service was viewed by Christians in North America as somehow having failed" (10th ed., p. 70). The eleventh edition (1976)reiterates this and goes on to exp lain, "The concept of missionary career is taking its place alongside other career concepts such as engineering, medicine, or law.
[North Americans, in general] move in and out of such careers with a surprising degree of ease. Many men and women embark ing upon a career in overseas ministry do so in full expectation that at some point in their life they will change careers or return Many missionaries plan in advance to discontinue or interrupt their missionary career.
to their home country" (p. 23). Again, "Now many missionaries plan in advance to discontinue or interrupt their missionary career sometime during their lifetime.... Some mission agencies have recognized this trend and are commissioning missionaries for only one term of service at a time" (p. 31). The" thirteenth edition (1986)was even more explicit: "Others take up a mission ary career for eight or ten years" (p. 578).
An essay in the thirteenth edition, contributed by the present author, cited Edwin L. Frizen, executive secretary of the Interde nominational Foreign Mission Association (IFMA), and Arthur F. Glasser to highlight the negative implications:
"The tendency toward return to the U.S. during children's high school and/ or college years is perhaps unfortunate, as these tend to be some of the most productive years of the missionary's life" (Frizen) . "The present pattern ... in which all too many mission aries leave the field because of the educational needs of their teenagers, and do not return is hardly in the best interests of a vigorous church-planting program" (Glasser). (P. 63) Ted Ward, speaking at the 1985EFMA (Evangelical Foreign Missions Association, now renamed Evangelical Fellowship of Mission Agencies) Mission Execu tives Retreat, reckoned that the most typical length of service was between two and ten years rather than ten and more.
And so, although the 1992 total has not declined nearly as much as unadjusted numbers would indicate, the altered defini tion of career missionary means that even if the numbers were greater, the cause of missions might be more poorly served today than twenty-five years ago. The Pioneer of the missionary voca tion invested thirty-some years in the development of his incarna tiona1ministry. What can we expect to accomplish in ten or less?
Short-Term: A Bubble That Burst
Given the expectations generated over the last two decades by the short-term phenomenon, a closer look may be worthwhile.
In 1970 the Mission Handbook (9th ed.) briefly acknowledged the budding reality of short-termers as a category. The editors indicated that future Handbook surveys would explicitly seek short-term data. Accordingly, the tenth edition (1973)gave major attention to the subject. It reported slightly more than 3,000short termers (p. 81) and speculated that the actual number could exceed 5,000. (The range 3,000-5,000 then represented 9 to 14 percent of the total personneL) For the purpose of short-term definition, the 1973 survey instrument suggested a range of service of six months to three years, while a special essay on short-term service (pp.16-23) cited a 1972 study of eight-five predominantly evangelical agencies that established two or three months to two years as the most common term of service." Subsequent editions of the Handbook reported terms as short as one week (1976 and 1980) and one month (1984) ;then in 1988MARC settled upon two months as the lower limit. As already noted, our proposal to transfer nearly 1,600 persons reported in the short-term category in 1992 to the career category is based on two months as the lower limit and two years as the upper limit for defining short-term. In other words, by making this transfer from short-term to career, we are affirm ing the parameters suggested in the 1973 essay-two months to two years.
Incorporated in that same essay was a graph illustrating the rapid growth of the short-term category. It projected the possibil ity that by 1975 the number of short-termers could equal the number of career missionaries (p. 17). It did not happen. Not by 1975 ,not by 1980,not by 1984, and not by 1988when the number of short-termers reported was 31,519 (U.S. and Canada com bined). But as already noted, the latest Mission Handbook has adjusted this number downward by nearly 19,000(to 12,671).For 1992, the Handbook reports 8,306-and when this is further re duced as a result of our proposal to reclassify 1,564 persons as career, the 1992 figure for short-term drops below 7,000. This is about 15 percent of the total personnel reported in 1992. Obvi ously, North American short-termers, when defined as persons serving two months to two years, who are financed by a sponsor ing mission agency, are not about to overtake career personneL But short-termers are a disappointment not only because they seem to number far less than we had imagined. Equally important is the fact that they have not had the effect of building up the career category by "reenlisting" in high numbers for career service after completing a short term overseas. To put it another way, given the number of early resignations within the career group, the number of conversions from short-term to career service has not been sufficient to make a substantial difference in career personnel totals? (It may also be said that without the conversion of short-termers to career status, the present level of career personnel would not be as high as it is.)
The good news is that the short-term category did not really collapse in the last four years. The disappointing corollary is that neither were earlier totals as high as we thought. No doubt there has been a measure of decline, but by far the larger factor is that the 1992 total is much closer to reality than the totals that were being reported in the 1980s.
Career Personnel Trends
Most readers are aware of the precipitous decline among U.S. mainline Protestant mission societies since 1968. The year 1968 marked the end of a twenty-year plateau for mainline career missionaries, who then numbered about 10,000.According to the most recent Handbook, the total has dropped to about 2,700. (This number should be adjusted upward by about 500 to take account of persons serving two to four years.)
The following analysis of career personnel trends is based and conservative stance, they are also perceived as close to the fundamentalist community. In any case, the number of career missionar
ies in these twenty agencies has increased from 4,291 in 1968 to 10,353 in 1992, more than balanc ing the decline in mainline agencies (see Fig. 2 The good news is that at least one North I ~ American missionary community has been grow ing significantly faster than the general popula s tion-the fundamentalists. The bad news is that with few exceptions other conservative agencies 1968 1980 1984 1988 1992 have done little better than mark time or have actually lost ground. Fig. 2 . Protestant Career Personnel: Trends of four broadly defined sectors.
Several observations can be made.
not on grand totals but rather on data for 133 U.S. and 51 1. Growth rates aredown. Even the fundamentalist agencies Canadian agencies as reported in the Handbook series, using experienced a 1988-1992 leveling of the rate of growth. This, statistics from the eighth edition (1968) as the baseline. Together coupled with the observation that the long-term growth rate of these 184 agencies, which include all agencies that reported at most of the other conservative groups is less than or barely least thirty overseas career personnel in 1992, account for 95 equal to the population growth rate as a whole, warns that the percent of the career missionaries covered in the fifteenth edi-situation bears watching. tion." In addition, the author has grouped the agencies according 2. Thepresuppositionsfor astrongmissionmay beeroding. What to the following traditions: mainline (ecumenical), evangelical might account, at least in part, for the growth of the fundamen (member agencies of IFMA and EFMA, plus a number of unaffili-talist mission? Bishop Lesslie Newbigin, in his Gospel inaPluralist ated agencies), fundamentalist (including some that are identi-Society,speaks of the difficulty of adopting a mind-set indepen fied simply as "independent," "Baptist," or both), and charis marie/Pentecostal."
Given the sharp decline of mainline societies, the question
The increase of missionaries arises, What would be the overall picture if the mainline group were placed to one side and their losses were not a factor?
in fundamentalist ranks Nonecumenical agencies, almost without exception, represent about balances the losses the conservative Christian traditions in North America. We find that the number of missionaries supported by these agencies has of mainline agencies.
grown from 20,000 in 1968 to almost 33,000 in 1992, achieving in the process an annualized growth rate of 2 percent. When main line (ecumenical) agencies are included in the picture, the rate of dent of the "plausibility structure" of the larger community. growth is only 1 percent. However, he allows that sometimes small, isolated groups sueBut which segments-evangelical, fundamentalist, or char-cessfully construct and maintain their own plausibility structure ismatic/Pentecostal-account for this increase? The bad news is in opposition to the mainstream of society.12 Many fundamental that not all share the honor. IFMA agencies, taken as a whole, are ists would take pride in being credited with doing exactly that. flat throughout the period, starting at about 5,400 in 1968 and Perhaps mainline Christians, and many conservative evangelicals recording about 5,200 in 1992. EFMA begins at just under 7,000 as well, have been more thoroughly co-opted by the reigning and rises to 9,572 in 1992. 10 This is a 1.3 percent annualized plausibility structure of North American society than they are growth rate, running ahead of population growth, though not by prepared to recognize. Among the key issues are the uniqueness much. The charismatic/Pentecostal group is relatively marginal of Christ, the necessity of his atoning death, and the urgency of in the total picture: less than 300 in 1968, rising to 3,838 in 1988, sharing the Gospel with those who have not heard. (If salvation but then dropping to just over 2,000 in 1992.
is available by other means, why be urgent about the role of That leaves the twenty agencies that are identified as funda-missionaries?) mentalist, independent, or Baptist. With a few exceptions, these 3. A downturn is not necessarily a prelude tofurther loss. This is agencies operate without associational ties. The majority have not the first time that the Mission Handbook has reported a decline selected the term "fundamentalist" as their descriptor in the in the number of career missionaries. The ninth, tenth, and Mission Handbook. Of those identified solely as Baptist or inde-eleventh editions presented a sluggish state of affairs. (See Fig. 1.) pendent, some, such as the Association of Baptists for World Yet, after a few years, growth resumed. It is possible that this will Evangelization, generally would be perceived as standing within happen again. a fundamentalist framework. Some, disavowing labels, see them-4. Longer, unwelcome trends should be taken seriously. We selves as unique. The Southern Baptists, for instance, claim cannot rule out the possibility, however, that North American certain affinities with both mainline and evangelical traditions; Protestant missions are facing a substantial decline, perhaps -------across all sectors. The mainline statistical record suggests a pattern: Two decades of plateau, fol lowed by two decades of massive decline. IFMA agencies have already repeated the first portion of that pattern, and EFMA agencies are not far behind. (Three-quarters of the sixty-six EFMA agencies in this analysis have not grown or have declined over the decade of the 1980s.)
Conclusion
The good news is that the decline reflected in the latest edition of the Mission Handbook is not as alarming as it initially appeared. The bad news is that the growth of the North American Protes tant missionary community was not as strong during the 1980s as we had thought. Unfortu nately, the good news rests on the foundation of the bad news. The good news is that over the last two decades many thousands of North Americans have seen, via short-term service, opportunities for overseas ministry. The bad news is that their numbers-depending on one's definition of short-term-have been overstated. More significantly, wha tever their impact, it has only had the effect of producing at best a compensation for decreases in the career category.
The good news is that drastic decline in the career category, such as has been witnessed wi thin mainline agencies since 1968,
has not yet appeared in the conservative community. Yet those Unaffiliated Evangelicals agencies identified as evangelical are barely keeping pace with the population growth rate (Fig. 2) . As for the two large associa tions of evangelical agencies, we find that IFMA has experienced a numerical plateau and EFMA shows only modest growth relative to the population growth rate (Fig. 3) .13 It is to be hoped that these evidences do not represent a prelude to major decline.
In any case, we will be well advised to ponder carefully the rise and decline of the various agencies represented in the Mission Handbook. As these records and reports are spread out before us, are we looking in some contemporary sense at the "handwriting on the wall"? persons supported directly by the mission. In the four previous Handbook survey questionnaires, this qualification was not stated in regard to short-term personnel. One has to go back to the tenth edition (1972 data) to find a similar directive, as applied to short term, in the survey questionnaire. 3. In the course of earlier research connected with the MissionHandbook series I had occasion to question data reported by several mission agencies. For instance, one mainline relief agency reported 650 career missionaries. When I contacted the agency's headquarters, I learned that they actually employed only a handful of Americans, all as administrative officers and none based overseas; the 650 "career personnel" were overseas nationals. On another occasion I asked a large evangelical agency how it accounted for a huge increase in career personnel from one Handbook edition to the next; my contact had no idea as to the source of the number reported. 4. This number is derived from Table 2-b, p. 63 of the fifteenth edition, as compared with individual agency listings, but the explanation is too lengthy to give here. I am aware that the MARC editors, in preparing the fifteenth edition of the Handbook, carefully avoided using the terms "career" and "short-term." However, I continue to employ the terms in order to connect meaningfully with the history of the subject. My analysis, somewhat arbitrarily to be sure, consid ers persons serving two months to two years to be in the short-term category, while persons serving two to four years, as well as those serving more than four years, are considered to be in the career category. 5. The rationale for this suggestion involves agencies that favor send ing out their personnel under renewable two-year or four-year 12 contracts. The Presbyterian Church (USA), the Disciples of Christ, and the United Church of Christ each report substantial numbers in the two-to-four-year column rather than the more-than-four-years column. But this does not necessarily indicate a short-term intention on the part of the missionaries. Something similar may apply to conservative agencies, with or without the use of contracts. In the IFMA agency I serve as a board member, perhaps half of our missionaries go overseas without committing in advance to more than four years, but they do not thereby see themselves as short termers. 6. "The Increasing Role of Short-Term Service in Today's Mission," pp.
N o t e s ----------------------------------------
16-23. The study referred to was conducted by Thomas W. Chandler at Fuller School of World Mission. Three months to two years is found on page 17; two months to two years is indicated on p. 19. 7. The eleventh edition of the Handbook (1976) reported that about 25 percent of short-termers returned as career missionaries, based on individual agency reports (see p. 35). 8. The fifteenth edition of the Mission Handbook lists 833 agencies (710 U.S. and 123 Canadian). Of these, 424 are "sending" agencies; the balance provide services of various sorts but do not send career missionaries overseas for in-place, ongoing ministries. In 1992 there were more support agencies but fewer sending agencies than two decades ago (465 sending agencies were reported in 1975). The study of the 184 agencies takes account of mergers, so that, for instance, in the total of career personnel for 1968,agencies such as the Andes Evangelical Mission and International Christian Fellowship (which subsequently merged with SIM International) were included in the 1968 total for SIM. At the same time, agencies that no longer send career personnel overseas are not included in the study (even if they were sending personnel in 1968).
The fact that as few as 184agencies out of 424 account for 95 percent of all career personnel assigned to overseas ministries in 1992 under lines the fact that the great majority of agencies send relatively few people. 9. The categories used in the study of 184 agencies-ecumenical (in this article I prefer the term "mainline"), evangelical, fundamentalist, Pentecostal, and charismatic-have been selected from a wider set of descriptors tha t the MissionHandbook provides for identifying agency tradition. Most agencies select one or more of these particular descriptors, while a minority prefer to be identified simply by their denominational tradition: Baptist, Lutheran, and so forth. 10. The increase was influenced slightly by the addition of agencies founded subsequent to 1968 (350 out of the total of 9,572). 11. The largest share of this gain can be attributed to just two agencies, New Tribes Mission (growth rate nearly 6 percent per year) and the Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention (growth rate of about 2 percent). Between them they increased by more than 4,000 missionaries, thereby accounting for two out of every three gained by the fundamentalist missionary community since 1968. Parenthetically, it should be noted that the entry for Southern Baptist FMB (15th ed., p. 221) states that missionaries on furlough were not included in the total for career missionaries. If furloughed missionaries had been included (as they always were in the past), several hundred would be added to the total. This illustrates how variation in the method of reporting a large agency can have a major impact upon grand totals and skew comparisons of successive editions of the Mission Handbook. 12. Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1989 , repro 1992 , p. 65. 13. Fig. 3 includes 131 agencies, almost all of which are identified in the Mission Handbook as "evangelical" (pp. 249ff). A few are identified simply by denominational tradition; e.g., the Lutheran Brethren (affiliated with EFMA; identified with the Lutheran tradition), and the Apostolic Christian Church (unaffiliated; identified with the Holiness tradition). Two of the IFMA agencies use both"evangeli cal" and "fundamentalist" to identify themselves: UFM Interna tional and CAM International.
The group labeled "unaffiliated evangelicals" in Fig. 3 consists of twenty-two agencies that are not related either to EFMA or IFMA.
Seven agencies in this group appear in the Handbook as"evangelical,"
including Wycliffe Bible Translators (WBT). The others are identi fied generally by denominational tradition: Anabaptist, Brethren, Holiness, Lutheran, Mennonite, and Restoration. I perceive these denominational agencies as having most affinity with the evangeli cal stream. From 1968 to 1992 the "unaffiliated evangelical" group grew at an annualized rate of 2 percent, with WBT accounting for the largest share of the growth.
Although charismatic and Pentecostal agencies are often identi fied as evangelical, for the purposes of this study they are considered in the separate category of charismatic/Pentecostal. However, a few Pentecostal agencies have long been associated with EFMA and accordingly are included in the evangelical group displayed in Fig. 3 (e.g., the Assemblies of God, and the Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada).
Ironies of Indigenization: Some Cultural Repercussions of Mission in South India
Susan Billington Harper T heologies and mission strategies that stress the funda mental importance of indigenization bear an unmistak able resemblance to secular ideologies of ethnic or national self determination. Indigenization as a central principle of mission constrains the church to operate respectfully within boundaries established by underlying ethnic groups or nationalities. It is citizenship in genetic and geographic entities rather than in a "higher kingdom" that defines many proper rules of conduct, according to this point of view.
Christian missionaries were influenced by, and contributed to, the historical shift in ideologies of sovereignty that accompa nied rapid decolonization in this century. Concepts of self determination were fundamental to Anglican advocates of mis sionary "euthanasia" and younger church indigenization from Henry Venn onward. But violence in the modern world related to the politicization of ethnic and religious or communal identi ties-from Bosnia to Ayodhya-raises critical questions about the principle and practice of indigenization itself. Careful scru tiny of the meaning and operation of indigenization in concrete and varied historical situations is clearly warranted.
"Indigenousness" is the concept most commonly used today by ethnic groups laying claim to entitlements. "To be legitimate," writes David Horowitz in his analysis of ethnic group conflict, "is to be identified with the territory." But any claim to group legitimacy deriving from attachment to the soil usually involves the reverse "psychological denial" that another group might also own equal shares in the land.' This exclusivist aspect to collective "indigenous" moral claims to legitimacy has led to numerous
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wars and partitions in this century, not to mention more subtle forms of alienation and discrimination. The use of indigenous ness as grounds for inclusion or exclusion has its parallels in church life, for example in the anti-Western reaction to mission ary dominance in some sections of the younger churches.
It was therefore interesting to me when I embarked on my study of one of India's greatest indigenous leaders, V. S. Azariah (1874 Azariah ( -1945 , to discover his absolute rejection of an exclusivist attitude toward Western missionaries on the basis of their ethnicity or nationality, and indeed toward many other aspects of Western cul ture that permeated the church in India. Explaining the appar ent contradiction between his reputation as an ardent Indian na tionalist and his con tin uing reliance upon Western missionary support and Western literature and cultural symbols during his career as a missionary and bishop became one of the central preoccupations of my work on Azariah's life.' His highly am bivalent and sometimes surprising approach to the process of church indigenization suggested to me the need for a deeper exploration of Christianity's relation to culture in the particular historical setting of South India in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Revival and Rejection of Culture
Christian missions have clearly helped to inspire vernacular cultural revivals in South Asia as well as Africa by, in Lamin Sanneh's words, "uncapp[ing] the springs of indigenization."3 Of eight statues honoring the makers of Tamil culture on the Madras Marina, no less than three are Christian missionaries.' Joseph Constantius Beschi, a Jesuit, and Anglicans Robert Caldwell and George Pope are remembered for their pioneering
